
We can help you meet your specific needs through three dedicated battalions:

Comprehensive security/
infrastructure assessments 

informed by real-time threat actor 
playbooks, IT strategy counsel, and 

vulnerability remediation.

Comprehensive Managed Protection 
and Managed Services packages, 

tailored to the unique needs of your 
organization and IT environment.

Innovative ransomware/breach rapid 
recovery and restoration services 

that reduce downtime by up to 50%. 
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Assess, Secure, Defend, and Recover Your Infrastructure and Operations

Securitas Summa—security above all else—is our mantra; and at Conversant Group, we will help you optimize the efficiency 
of your IT operations with security always at the forefront. Today’s organization has a host of challenges in keeping its 
infrastructure high performing, flexible, and available for its users, while also securing it against the cybercriminals and state 
actors who are continuously probing its defenses. Just one breach can have existential consequences; but many IT teams 
already have their hands full managing the day-to-day business.

Conversant Group has helped over 500 customers understand their security stance, address their shortcomings, actively 
defend against threats, and restore operations following a breach (should one unfortunately occur). 

Why Conversant Group
At CONVERSANT GROUP, our mission and duty are to fight 
cybercriminals and help you optimize your IT landscape through 
three highly specialized battalions. We carefully recruit, select, 
and train each member of our team to deliver on the promise of 
putting your security at the forefront of everything we do, every 
day. Our battalions support, supplement, and inform each other, 
so no matter your needs today or in the future, we can be there to 
partner with you as an expert extension of your team.

1-877-313-1388  |  inquire@conversantgroup.com
Emergency, After Hours Support: 423.305.7890 PRESS OPTION 2

We genuinely consider them as our 
partner and extension of the firm. 
Conversant Group’s response time, 
technical expertise and strategic  
direction are excellent.

—  TONY YOUNG, CHAMBLISS

The World’s First Civilian Cybersecurity Workforce
Conversant Group:
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